
6& July, 2007 

Mr David Hatfield 
ACCC Adjudication Branch 
ACCC 
CI- david.hatfield@accc.gov.au 

We wish to mrjkc the followin submission in reply to the Exclusive Dealing E Notifications meeting on the 7 June, 2007 and subsequent Questionnaire sent to 
Franchisees and also submit general information and comments following this meeting 
and the Third Line Forcing Notifications Meeting on the 22d June, 2007 with the 
,Franchisor. 
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Your market 
. , .  

1. What geographic area do you service? 

Seal-a-Fridge (Brisbane North) sentices the entire Ipswich Area out as far as postcode 
4306 and all Suburbs north of the Brisbane River up to and including Bribie Island, 
Caboolture, Dayboro, Mt Glorious, Sdord .  

2. Who are your major competitors? 

Our major competitors in the commercial sector are Brisbane Fridge & Freezer 
Seals(Bl?FS), King Seals in the Domestic Sector and a combination of smaller 
operators who only service their local area. 

3. What geographic area do each of your major competitors service!? 

Our two major competitors BFFS and ~ i n g  Seals would service the same area as us 
some of the smaller operators would service some of our area as well. King Seals 
services all of Brisbane, Sunshine Coast and Gold Coast. 

4. How does your business differ from your competitors' businesses, for 
example, in respect .of price and the type of service offered? 

Our major competitor in the Commercial Market BFFS do not offer a mobile 
manufhcture and fitting service. They manufacture at their premises and then send 
technicians to install the seals. They also manufacture and supply ready made seals to 
Refigeration Mechanics at commercial rates. King Seals offers exactly the same 
service as we do and their vans are set up like ours, they advertise the same as us on 
TV and Radio. Some of the smaller operators also just manufacture at their premises 
and then go out and fit. They do not tackle the more specialized seals i.e. one offs or 
uncommon seals, some of them refer customers to us because they know we are 
better equipped to service the uncommon seals. There is not much of a price 
difference we would all be within $10 pricing of each other on domestic jobs, 
commercial jobs would differ more than this depending on the size of the job.. ... but 
we would have higher overheads. 

5. What proportion of all refrigeration seals replaced in your area do you 
estimate your business replaces? 



We would estimate our market share to be m m d  40%. 

6. What proportion of all refrigeration seals replaced in your area do you . 
estimate each of your competitors replace? 

BFFS 25% King Seals 15% Smaller Operators combined 20% , 

Your customers 

7. who are your major customers? oc 
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10. What proportion of your customers' use 'ready-made' seals? 
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fX 9. Which profiles (and approximately what amount of each) does your 
business currently use? 63 

x m  

Isolated special order seals we've had 20 jobs in 6 months, these are predominately 
purchased h m  Austwide who have a wide range of specialized seals so that we can 
offer a complete service to our customers. We also manufacture and supply some 
Mechanics with our ready made seals for their domestic customers and have some 
commercial customers who service drinks fridges who buy our seals which we 
manufacture for them to install. Some of our domestic customers also just purchase 
seals only which they install themselves. This part of our business would be approx 
5%. 

+ 
8. Approximately what proportion of your business is servicing domestic 

2 clients and what proportion is servicing commercial clients? 
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1 I. How frequently do you order the materials you use regularly? Why do you 
order this often? 

4-6 
use 

weeks. We don't have room to store more stock as we operate hm'home and 
only a small section of our garage to store stock and we don't have the budget to 



buy more than we need for this length of time. Also because we deal direct with the 
Manufacturer, Austwide knows to keep on hand enough stock to cater for our needs 
and we have never had to wait longer than 5 days to receive our stock in Brisbane. 

12. How frequently do you order more specialised products? 

The more specialized seals like F&Py Sharp, LG we only order every 3 months or so. 

Your experience with products from Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd 

13. Have you purchased the relevant products from Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd? 
Over what beriod? 

We started purchasing our main product items in November 2005 till June 2006 and 
then only F&P seal after that till October 2006 

14. In your experiace, how does the quality of the products supplied by Seal- . 
A-Fridge Pty Ltd csmpare to the quality of products from your current - 
supplier or supplims? 

With the main prodmct 1464341220 which is about 70% of our product use we had a 
similar number of pduct recalls than our previous supplier Austwide. However, 
since product e n h m e n t s  by Austwide we have noted less recalls than previously. 
The SAF product did not weld on the corners as well which required us to use Super 
Glue. We have never had to do this with Austwides product which welds b ~ ~ t i f u l l y .  
SAF Fischer & Paykel was very good, however Austwide has improved their product 
again and we find i tsvery good also. 

15. In your experience, how does the timeliness of supply of products from 
Seal-A-Fridge PtyiLtd compare to the timeliness of supply of products 
from your current supplier or suppliers? 

SAF would take 5 working days fiom an email order to receive product from the Gold 
Coast generally and in some cases 7 days. In October 2006 after 10 days our order 
had not arrived, so we phoned Nigel only to be told " no stock for another 10 days if 
you need it in a hurry, order elsewhere". With our current Supplier Austwide we ring 
and place our order and generally receive it fiom Melboume to Ipswich within 4 
working days, we have never had a supply problem. 

Impact of purchasing products from Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd 

16. What effect would a requirement to purchase product from Seal-A-Fridge 
Pty Ltd have on: 

a the cost of providing services to customers in terms of direct costs 



of acquiring inputs andfor any other additional costs of doing 
business? 

Higher cost of keeping more stock due to unreliable supply by SAF. Extra cost in 
recall rate due to poorer quality seal by SAF. Emotional cost (stress) because of poor 
relationship with  ranchi is or] 
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The Franchisor to our knowledge has no staff to assist with the day to day running of 
the Franchise Group let alone if he were in charge of our stock requirements as well. 
Quite frankly our business was running more profitably, with less stress and anxiety, 
with our current suppliers prior to Mr Rooney trying to force us to purchase his 
product. Our customers are surely better off having a SAF Franchisee who is not 
placed under so much duress. After all is said and done, the best person to determine 
which product is the best quality and best suited for the job at hand is our Mobile 
Technicians. They decide which supplier has the best product and at the best price for 
his business and his customers as has been the case for the past 10 years. SAF has a 
great name in the market place and is nationally known because of each and every 
individual Franchisee who has invested time and money into operating their 
businesses, advertising on TV and Radio, doing the best they can with virtually no 
support from the Franchisor. Since the Franchisor got involved in November 2005, 
many Franchisees have suffered anxiety and stress with his bullying and intimidating. 
tactics to force Franchisees into using his stock. The cost of doing business as a SAF 
Franchisee has risen since Mr Rooney has sought to impose restrictions on stock 
purchases. It is the way Mr Rooney does business with his Franchisees which is 
misleading and deceptive in its presentation that makes us believe it is not our 
interests he has at heart only the interests of his own back pocket. 

b. the prices you charge to customers? 

The prices charged to customers are governed by the market, not by what we can buy 
product from SAF for or any other company for that matter. We need to remain 
competitive to maintain our position in the market place. This would be harder to do 
if we cannot access suppliers of our choice and take advantage of better rates that may 
be offered or seek to negotiate bulk discounts &om Suppliers who Franchisees would 
prefer to deal with. The Customer is winning now with providers sourcing product 



h m  the most competitive suppliers providing the best service, right product fot the 
job at a competitive price. 

c. the prices your competitors are likely to charge? ' 

Our competitors are already in-a better position than us because they don't have 
Franchise Fees and high advertising expenditure as we do, so they can charge less and 

' 
, 

don't need as much volume to d v e .  Also they can purchase product cheaper than 
that offered to us by our Franchisor direct &om Patricks Products, the same Supplier 
our Franchisor had been using, despite the Franchisors claim that we are 25% of 
Patricks business and discounts to us would be 5-15% &om November, 2005 we 
haven't seen these savings passed onto us. So buying h m  SAF to date has not 
resulted in the savings promised. SAF are price setters in the market, without us 
competitors would raise their prices. SAF have the volume needed to keep prices 
competitive whilst still remaining profitable especially in the warmer months. 

do the service you provide. (including the abiliw'to provide services to . 

your customers in timely fashion)? . . . . . .  

. . 
. . 

If SAF sources products h m  overseas, it will increase the chan&of delay in supply. 
If SAF receives a bad batch, then the turn mound is much.greater h m  an overseas 

, . 

supplier. We would then have to order fkom another supplier who may not have stock 
on hand for SAF Franchisees. With SAF being approx. 40% of the market nationally, 
this could cause delays in being able to supply our customers nationally if alternative 
suppliers have to product enough stock to supply SAF. This wuld give SAF a bad 

,name in the market, which in turn would lose us business and give our competitors 
the opportunity to increase their prices because they am provide the sewice. In our 
Industry if o w  customers have a,problem with their refigeration seals they want , 

service within 24-48 hrs, especially commercial customers who may have a Health 
Inspectors timeline to adhere to. Our business depends on good quality and good 
supply at all times. The technical advice we cwently receive is not from SAF it is 
fiom Austwide and we have been very happy with this arrangement. It was the 
Franchisor who sent us to Austwide for this advice in the first place. Our 
Technicians can be on a job looking at a specialized seal and need to speak to our . . 

Supplier whilst on the job. They do this with Austwide who can usually supply seals 
for the most obscure brands and who has staff on hand to answer the phones 
immediately during business hours and on the weekend we can contact Mary on 
mobile if necessary. We will not get this service fiom our Franchisor who rarely 
answers the phone, it goes to message and gets returned whenever. His availability' 
and complete attention to his Franchisees is simply not on the same level as that of 
our current Suppliers. 



e. the services your competitors are likely to provide? 

Our competitim will again be in a better position than us because they have Ereedom 
of choice to buy fkom the Supplier that meets their needs. 

17. How many, if any, of your customers would move to alternative suppliers ' 

if you were reqbired to purchase seals from SeaEA-Fridge Pty Ltd? Why 
would your customers move? 

To start with none. With time if the quality is inferior SAF will get a bad name lose 
some of their market share. With supply problems, not being able to respond 
immediate19 to our customers requests, customers will go elsewhere and competitors 
can take advantage of this and increase their prices. 

18. To which of your*ompetitors or other businesses would these customers 
go for their services? 

BFFS, King Seals other smaller suppliers. Some of the services we supply fbr our 
specialized customer needs, they may not easily find another supplier. We have beem 
in many positions where customers have had trouble sourcing seals for odd brands 
and we have been able to assist them. 

I 

In conclusion, we support the ACCC Draft Notice to revoke Third Line Forcing 
applications by our Franchisor and hope that further investigations will have the 
Exclusive Dealing Notifications revoked as well. 

Yours sincerely, 

Jonathan & Grace Bajamin 
Seal-a-Fridge (Brisbane North) 




